It has been estimated that the benefits derived from the 1927 convention of colleges at the Jefferson Hotel, Richmond were of far greater value than had been anticipated.

He previous and greatest topics of conversation were centered around the first-year students, says Mr. Gilchrist. Those of us from the same colleges have been looking at the campus and noticing the changes in the character. The play during the last quarter of the season was a real treat. The score was 10-11.

The program consisted of both instrumental and vocal music. The orchestra was directed by Mr. Jones. The return program was given in the Radford gymnasium.

The pool will be open on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday between 4:30 and 5:30 and on Saturday and Sunday by appointment only.
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FOR THE SAKE OF VEGETATION

As the spring months approach the topic of a "don't walk on the grass" editorial. The most inaudible of us have been caught crossing the turf since the campus has been draped in the making of new shoes. So let's be sensible with our law of the living. This plan is in line with what we have always said. We would not fight the habit of using them. Others, which will shortly be discontinued unless we stand our ground. Until that time we take the campus beauty job not to take a few more seconds, keep on the walk, and don't let them see we are taking a bit of a cuss out of our time extra. In other words, our shoes after cutting campus since she would not work if they were using the longer way around.

ALUMNIA APPEARE BREEZE

Futile believing that the breeze should be a true mirror of life on the college campus, we are long overdue to refer to a paper we view and the news which are most desired by those concerned.

Recently we received a delightful reward for our efforts in the form of a note from a member of our alumni which stated that we "put into the breeze..." At least the breeze seemed to shorten distances considerably, will be ready soon. Until that time for the sake of campus beauty can we not take a few more seconds. Let's show the other. It is the surest and most general means of communication which they read from life, within their own existence.

Let us read: "They forget that they are training for school spirit, their childish habits. As it takes every horse in a team pulling together their work here is worthless. As it takes every horse in a team pulling together their work here is worthless.

PROFESSIONAL ATTITUDE

One of the most needed and present neglected principles in the course of the professional the students are as important with the students, the attitude. Too many students in Normal work the attitude. Too many students in Normal work the attitude. Too many students in Normal work the attitude. Too many students in Normal work the attitude.

If you know that they can do future generations. In , and the perfectibility of our background for the molding of the coming generations. In addition to teaching good that they can do future generations. In , and the perfectibility of our background for the molding of the coming generations. In addition to teaching good that they can do future generations. In , and the perfectibility of our background for the molding of the coming generations. In addition to teaching good that they can do future generations. In , and the perfectibility of our background for the molding of the coming generations.

Two things — Have puzzled me since this class with.

Johnny: Water is a white fluid that do, "Lamp de cow. Ain't she a good, serious question, asked by you, for today's luck. And what made Oscar Wilde? Two things have puzzled me since this class with.

Teacher: Describe water, Johnny. As it takes every horse in a team pulling together their work here is worthless. As it takes every horse in a team pulling together their work here is worthless.

The hottest fiddler—Nero.

One of the most needed and yet... — Ex.

Mr. Varner (to Mr. Chappelear English Teacher—Michael, when I... — Ex.

Michael: "Lamp de cow. Ain't she a good, serious question, asked by you, for today's luck. And what made Oscar Wilde? Two things have puzzled me since this class with.

Well, it has been rather successful in our effects to interest the Alumnae in us. It is only natural that we should wish to hear of those who go ahead of us, who met the path upon which we will soon be walking.

This paper is the voice of the school, the call of the student, the one to another. It is the major most general means of communication which we have with each other. Alumnae, who of you, will you answer our call!

"GET FREDERICKSBURG"—IS NEW BATTLE Cry

"Get Fredericksburg" is the cry this year in the barracks. Why shouldn't it be? The Blue Ridge Valley meets the strong armed from Fredericksburg tonight and interest centers around this game.

The student body backed the teams strongly when the College played Blue Ridge Valley, and no one who never attended the game at its highest, and songs yelled through the gym so loudly that the student body had never heard. The students have shown the same spirit tonight when we play Fredericksburg and thereby help the bugle music the College and itself with glory. We can do it.

READ

Who read on?

They read from life.

And we who would gaze fellow at our friends or critics. And let us read.

First few books—From:

Then we who would be judged shall see not debt. See truth, not lies.

Some who read

Find in books—Life.

That which they cannot find

Within their own existence.

Let and idle

And take from books the best.

In life, back with persistence.

Old Failer Hubbard

Went to the expound.

To get himself a drink.

But when he got there.

They asked him where.

And took from him the best.

The hottest bibliophile—N., More.
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WASHINGON PROGRAM GIVEN BY LANIERS
FRIDAY
The Laniers Literary Society had an important business meeting, followed by a George Washington program at the close of business Friday night. Miss Pfeffer gave a most interesting account of George Washington as one of the army's early commanders of the army. The program was concluded by a story by George Washington, Martha Washington as chief chancellor, read by Ada Kress.

DREAMING
If you were woodland fairy, I'd kiss each shining dew drop. That's eliminating along the way as people who can't afford it with the light. From a heart that's happy and true.

Then kiss each ray of moonlight. Breathe it back to me. As list of all to the North Star. That spite far out to sea, as you never forgot me. And why you no longer remember me.

GEORGE WASHINGTON COMING

The freshest notion of Miss Wil- son's home economics class was enter- tained the members of the Glee Club of the class Monday afternoon. The dresses were dressed in colonial costumes and wore hair powdered and arranged after the fashion of the times, and the flowers and feathers of George Washington's time. The en- tertainment was given in the home economics dining room, and the group wore the costumes to dinner in the dining room after the tea.

KODAK FILMS

The Rexall Store
L. H. OTT DRUG CO.

Have you heard the butter song? How? "Butter: your arms around me."

Southern Cooked Meals and
Lunches

THE BLUE CUPBOARD
227 South Main
Harrisonburg, Virginia

A Girl's Problem

If you're in love, you must have a right to love him. He must have a right to love you. It must be easy. He must have a right to love the same. He loves me. He never loves anyone else. He cries the tears will run down his face.

Comfortable rooms for colleges and meals at
Blue Bird Tea Room

Do you really thing he's that old? Soph. She must be. I just heard her say they caught her.

WASHINGTON PROGRAM

GIVE YOUR FOOT MEN TO ORLANDO

Washington Program Thursday night. The Strathbans were in charge of the program and presented a dramatized version of the play. The play brought out the virtue handsome, flip face, orator-approved honor and the dialogue was carried out by Margaret Knott and Edith Finley. Annie Bollano, the actress, asked, "Are you all going to Pearson's to dinner?"

PRETTE SHOES!

Pretty shoes make pretty feet. Our shoes are leaders in style and fashion yet not high in price. We are in the big store on the bill.

B. Ney & Sons
Next to Hotel

A H. T. C. student's idea of a le-
ter. Teacher's Aim—To hand out a line.

Just THINK

For clean food and quick ser-
vice stop at the Candyland. We
have all kinds of toasted sand-
wiches—10 cents and up.

We serve light lunches and the
vice stop at the Candyland. We
say she taught Caesar.

One fine man was: to be five feet .would use to describe their womanly
whole-hearted support. If enough
whi.ch turns its freckles up. at the
whole large number of qualifica-
ence

A NATION-WIDE INSTITUTION—

Department Store
Silk Hose Value

Buying for cash the millions of pairs of hose we sell, we are able to give you the
highest possible value. Find the
value of each.

Out our 449
Full fashioned, fine gauge extra weight very low priced
at
Pair $1.49
Par 98 cents
Harrisonburg's Busiest Store
LETTER BY BURLINGTON BELIEVED FOUND

A letter said to have been written by George Washington has just been unearthed. It was dated ten days before the signa- ture and was written by George Washington to his wife, Martha. It is known that one of Washington's letters was lost in the Washington burned practically all of Washington's letters upon his death. Only two are known to have escaped, one now in a collection in Washington, and it is believed that the letter came into the family because of this connection.

In this letter Washington stated "I love my king, you know I do. I am a soldier, a good man cannot help but love him. How peculiarly hard it is for them to be kept from theConvention! I am determined to go to good a good cause."

But a thorough examination of the letter shows that the proper value of Washington's letters after the giants danced.

RETAILERS AND MAR- RONETTES GET FACE CREAM

A great deal of code is in use, the Stratford Dramatic Club, the Marion-ettes and Miss Hudson, for the lovely gesture, several were elected to the faculty of the college last term. The reception was held in Alumna Hall. The Stratford Dramatic Men were very at- tractive behind the scenes in their old book- bound editions quite in contrast to the new bibles which in Alumna was attractively arranged and the occasion occurred from four to six, most of the faculty members calling during the afternoon.

STRAFORDS AND MAR- RONETTES GIVE FACE CREAM

GEORGIA YIELDS OLD SKELETONS

Skelelons of an unknown race have been unearthed in Northern Georgia by Dr. W. W. Rees. The bones, which are being examined are of un- known origin, but in another century a said that these were the oldest human remains in existence in the United States. The Cherokees claimed that this territory was occupied by Haraldsc iwai occluded it cen-
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OFER TO BUY CITY ELECRIC PLANT IS REJECTED

The Harrisburg City Council has refused to sell the city owned municipal electric plants for $50,000. An offer of this much was recently received from Mr. W. M. and C. B. Rose of Washington.

The city has not been found on Hittite monuments in connection with ancient Greece, Asia Minor, and Spain. A nation of feminine warriors who received by the shaven men, were due "What do I care, ve don't own the ship any more."

"I can't; it's my girl's birthday and I'm going to Liberia."

"My boy, think of the future..."

"I must see my girl."

"Yes, what I care, ve don't own the ship any more."

"Tell him your age, darlin'."

"Well I don't care who you say it is, but I don't care if I want to put him in a doghouse."

Guaranteed repair work a specialty.

The City Champion, the final victor of the group, will be selected by the Stratford Dramatic Club. The latter could be used on the staff.

Every one is glad to see Miss Hoff- man cut again. She has been cut- ed to her room for the last few weeks with the mumps, but is now meeting her classes. Elsie Leake is now in the Infirmary again. She had the mumps, but is now meeting her classes.

New colors are reported in the advance French style; they are the same old ones, with new names.

The City Champion, the final victor of the group, will be chosen by the Stratford Dramatic Club. The latter could be used on the staff.
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Welcome to Our Shoppe

Teachers and Students of H. T. C.

Eating Out

Your Name

HRW

First youngster (diapered) I'm going to Liberia."

"Well, then you are on my black list."

SS. BLATT

The Venda

The Home Store

A Shout

"H Natalie Love-

"H Natalie Love-

SS. BLATT

College Shop

Dry Cleaning and Dyeing

Works

Harrington, Va.

Phone 55

How come that for every look in

I was just looking at a distant rela-

Harrington, Va.

Price

*
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